Entities --people, organizations, locations and the like --have long been a central focus of natural language processing technology development, since entities convey essential content in human languages. For multilingual systems, accurate translation of named entities and their descriptors is critical. LDC produced Entity Translation pilot data to support the ACE ET 2007 Evaluation and the current paper delves more deeply into the entity alignment issue across languages, combining the automatic alignment techniques developed for ACE-07 with manual alignment. Altogether 84% of the Chinese-English entity mentions and 74% of the Arabic-English entity mentions are perfect aligned. The results of this investigation offer several important insights. Automatic alignment algorithms predicted that perfect alignment for the ET corpus was likely to be no greater than 55%; perfect alignment on the 15 pilot documents was predicted at 62.5%. Our results suggest the actual perfect alignment rate is substantially higher (82% average, 92% for NAM entities). The careful analysis of alignment errors also suggests strategies for human translation to support the ET task; for instance, translators might be given additional guidance about preferred treatments of name versus nominal translation. These results can also contribute to refined methods of evaluating ET systems.
Introduction
Entities --people, organizations, locations and the like --have long been a central focus of natural language processing technology development, since entities convey essential content in human languages. For multilingual systems, accurate translation of named entities and their descriptors is critical. For instance, [Babych 2003 ] reports that integrating a named entity recognition module into existing machine translation systems would improve MT system performance by 20%. The Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) Program develops extraction technology to support automatic processing of source language data, including classification, filtering, and selection based on the language content of the source data. In 2007 ACE extended its standard suite of evaluation tasks to include a pilot entity translation (ET) task. ET participants take Arabic or Chinese text as input, and output an English language catalog of all entities mentioned in those documents. The task is not limited to named entities, but also includes descriptors (nominal phrases) and pronouns across seven entity types: Persons, Organizations, Locations, GeoPolitical Entities, Facilities, Vehicles and Weapons. System performance is evaluated along a number of parameters, including coverage of the entities recognized as well as the quality of the English language renderings of each entity's mentions [NIST 2007 ]. Systems are not required to identify where in the Chinese or Arabic source document a given entity mention or temporal expression has been detected; this is in keeping with a desire to gradually move information extraction technology for ACE toward a knowledge base model where evaluation will consist of measuring the state of a database (knowledge base) after some amount of source text has been processed.
Production of the ACE-07 Entity Translation corpus
Linguistic Data Consortium creates linguistic resources --annotated corpora, tools and best practices --to support the ACE Program. For the ET pilot evaluation, LDC created annotated devtest and evaluation corpora in two genres: newswire and weblogs. Source data from each language is translated into the remaining two languages; so for instance, Arabic texts are translated into both Chinese and English. To enable post-hoc analysis of human entity translation alignment (and to provide added insight into system performance), LDC created a Predicted Entity Alignment Table listing every entity mention for a given segment, across all three languages (source language plus two translations). The table is arranged by Document ID then by segment, and includes a unique EntityID plus information about entity type, subtype, head, level and class for every entity mention in each of the three languages. As noted, the entity mentions themselves are not manually aligned or mapped across languages. LDC did develop an alignment algorithm to enable further research [Walker 2007 ], but the model was error-prone and failed to reach optimal alignment, especially for non-named entities.
Entity Mention Alignment
The current paper delves more deeply into the entity mention alignment issue, combining the automatic alignment techniques developed for ACE-07 with manual alignment. The manual alignment task identified 15 Chinese-English and 15 Arabic-English translation documents pairs from the ET evaluation corpus. Starting with the Predicted Entity Alignment 
Conclusion
The results of this investigation offer several important insights. Automatic alignment algorithms predicted that perfect alignment for the ET corpus was likely to be no greater than 55%; perfect alignment on the 15 pilot documents was predicted at 62.5% [Walker 2007 ].
Our results suggest the actual perfect alignment rate is substantially higher (82% average, 92% for NAM entities). The careful analysis of alignment errors also suggests strategies for human translation to support the ET task; for instance, translators might be given additional guidance about preferred treatments of name versus nominal translation. These results can also contribute to refined methods of evaluating ET systems.
